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Wealth, fame and a real-life romance she never expected—seventeen-year-old Vaughn Bennett lands it all
when she agrees to become a pop star's fake girlfriend in this smart, utterly addictive novel from #1 New
York Times bestselling author duo Erin Watt 

Under ordinary circumstances, Oakley Ford and Vaughn Bennett would never even cross paths. 

There's nothing ordinary about Oakley. This bad-boy pop star's got Grammy Awards, millions of fangirls
and a reputation as a restless, too-charming troublemaker. But with his home life disintegrating, his music
well suddenly running dry and the tabloids having a field day over his outrageous exploits, Oakley needs to
show the world he's settling down—and who better to help him than Vaughn, a part-time waitress trying to
help her family get by? The very definition of ordinary. 

Posing as his girlfriend, Vaughn will overhaul Oakley's image from troublemaker to serious artist. In return
for enough money to put her brothers through college, she can endure outlandish Hollywood parties and
carefully orchestrated Twitter exchanges. She'll fool the paparazzi and the groupies. She might even start
fooling herself a little. 

Because when ordinary rules no longer apply, there's no telling what your heart will do…
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From reader reviews:

Andrew Fox:

Beside this When It's Real in your phone, it could give you a way to get closer to the new knowledge or
facts. The information and the knowledge you are going to got here is fresh through the oven so don't always
be worry if you feel like an outdated people live in narrow community. It is good thing to have When It's
Real because this book offers to you personally readable information. Do you sometimes have book but you
rarely get what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that would not happen if you have this within your hand.
The Enjoyable arrangement here cannot be questionable, such as treasuring beautiful island. Use you still
want to miss the item? Find this book as well as read it from now!

Stacey Smith:

This When It's Real is brand-new way for you who has curiosity to look for some information as it relief
your hunger of knowledge. Getting deeper you upon it getting knowledge more you know otherwise you
who still having little bit of digest in reading this When It's Real can be the light food in your case because
the information inside this particular book is easy to get by means of anyone. These books build itself in the
form which can be reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book application form. People who think that in
e-book form make them feel tired even dizzy this book is the answer. So there isn't any in reading a e-book
especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for an individual. So , don't miss it!
Just read this e-book variety for your better life as well as knowledge.

Adela Valenti:

A lot of e-book has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by net on social media. You can
choose the best book for you, science, amusing, novel, or whatever by simply searching from it. It is referred
to as of book When It's Real. Contain your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it can add
your knowledge and make you happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about book. It can
bring you from one place to other place.

Erica Futch:

A lot of people said that they feel weary when they reading a publication. They are directly felt the idea
when they get a half regions of the book. You can choose typically the book When It's Real to make your
personal reading is interesting. Your personal skill of reading proficiency is developing when you like
reading. Try to choose very simple book to make you enjoy to study it and mingle the feeling about book and
examining especially. It is to be initially opinion for you to like to start a book and examine it. Beside that
the book When It's Real can to be a newly purchased friend when you're experience alone and confuse with
what must you're doing of this time.
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